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‘Out of interest came a 
remarkable result’…….
At a pamper party being hosted by  
client on her birthday, I met a great 
group of ladies who all were really interested in the treatments that I did.  
One especially came over to me and was quizzing me about the No 
Hands Colon Massage.  Emily was very interested in the colon massage 
because when she was younger she had contracted hepatitis on her 
travels. We spoke at length and in-depth about the colon massage and 
the problems Emily had about her gut, how her food was being digested 
and her stools. For years now Emily felt she had been living with a liver 
than wasn’t as efficient as it could be. She had difficulty maintaining her 
weight, let alone putting weight on.  Some foods she avoided all 
together because they caused her a lot of pain and bloating if she ate 
them.  Her bowels were inconsistent she could go days being 
constipated and then at another time diarrhoea, what worried her more 
was the smell it was really offensive, grey and fatty on colour and type.  
There was always undigested food and not just peas and corn on the 
cob, laughing as she said this.  Emily was interested to see if the Colon 
Massage could help improve her guts ability to digest food and improve 
her stools. 
Emily came to visit as her own business was just around the corner to 
my treatment centre.  We spoke again at length about having the 5 
consecutive days course, Emily decided to come for one treatment to 
see how she got on with it and go from there.  We booked a time, so 
that it was after her periods but before she ovulated so that there would 
be no complications with doing the treatment, then off Emily went. Her 
walk was different it was lighter and her shoulders were up, Emily was 
standing tall.
Emily came for the one treatment, her stomach was rigid when I started 
but softened under my touch.  Once Emily had ‘let go’ I was able to start 
the deep colon work.  Emily said she had enjoyed the work and hadn’t 
found it uncomfortable as she had imagined it to be because of the pain 
she suffers at times.  Again Emily wanted to wait to see if there was any 
changes before she committed herself to the 5 consecutive treatments. 
I did not hear from Emily for a few weeks, she did say she had a busy 
work load and didn’t know if she could take time off. 
Then out the blue the surprise came when Emily literally bounced into 
the shop, talking quickly and excitedly.  I eventually got her to sit down 
with a cup of tea, encouraging her to tell me more slowly all about the 
changes she had experienced after just one treatment. After the first 
treatment in the first 24 hours Emily felt different, she’d already noticed 
a change.  The next day it had been easier to pass her stool, rather than 
a lot of discomfort trying to pass a very hard stool, it was softer, and to 
her it looked like there was less undigested food.  Emily was so pleased 
with the result that she booked for a course of 5 consecutive treatments, 
starting Monday the next week.   Her exhibition that she’d been working 
hard to get ready for was now over and Emily felt it was a good time to 
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do this as she could rest after the treatments, giving her body the time 
and rest it would need to get the best results.
The first noticeable change was the stools were softer and much easier 
to pass, the alteration in colour and smell was more gradual.  After the 
third treatment Emily said  ‘there’s no obvious visible undigested food’.  
By the end of the week Emily’s whole experience around her bowel 
actions had changed and she had begun to feel she had more energy. 
There was still a long way to go but to hear her say
‘My poo’s brown’, really was great news……..
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